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University of Calgary researchers teach little
robots to be scared of angry humans
by Tim Stevens, posted Mar 17th 2009 at 9:42AM

Apple previews iPhone OS 3.0

It's one thing to prepare for the future's inevitable robot uprising by building bigger and better weapons,
but a pacifist might say the simpler approach would be to simply avoid conflict altogether -- by making
our autonomous underlings cower in fear before us and our mighty emotions. That's the idea (sort of)
behind some research taking place at the University of Calgary, which relies on an OCZ Neural Impulse
Actuator to monitor the stress levels of a real, live, human being. That stress level is then
communicated to a poor, defenseless Roomba, which was taught get out of the way and look busy
whenever the wearer got angry. It's a long way from the three laws and saving the human race as a
whole and all that, but this could play a major part in preserving future human/robot relations -- at least
in the living room. [Warning: PDF read link]
[Via Technology Review]
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Alternatively, this technology could be used to create Annoyotron, the robot that seeks
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